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PREFACE

On 30 September 1992. the U.S. Army Ballistic kesearch Laboratory (BRL) was deactivated and

subsequendy became part of the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) on I October 1992.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Interior Ballistics of High Velocity Guns (IBHVG2) program has a wide and loyal following.

It has developed in capabilities and sophistication over tr decades, which is a very long time in

computing. [BHVG2 is the standard against which many other interior ballistics modeling projects must

first demonstrate their accuracy. In view of this, an update of the code documentation has bew needed,

since the "User's Guide" (Fickie and Anderson 1987' , is based on Version 4.00, which is in English units,

while Version 5.C '., which is presently the most commonly used one, is in metric units.

In addition, recent propulsion systems, referred to as electrothermal-chemical (ETC) guns and

generically shown in Figure 1. havc combined electrical energy in the form of a plasma with propellants.

Endothermic, exothermic, solid, liquid, gel, and slurries have been considercm for the propellanL Although

various designs have been tested. it is useful to develop a generic. zero-dimensional simulation capability

to explore both the physicb Nf &J: plasma-propellant interaction and bNscline performance predictions.

Car'ldgo EM 3333

Rmwclon / Combwaton
Switching Chambetr

Pu.. Forming• i iota
Nehtwok (PFN) Storage h 1Prkme Power

Capecior Setties

Figure 1. Gcneric elcctrotherinai -chemical (ETC) &un.

IBHVG2 is a lumped parameter (zero-dimentsional) interior ballistic code which has been distributed

by the Wcapons Technology Directorate. Armny Research Laboratory (WTD/ARL), formerly the Ballistic

Research Laboratory (BRL), to researchers involved with gun propulsion technology. The code is capable

of mod.-ling !he ballistic cycle of multiple solid propellants fromn propellant ignition to the blowdown of
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combustion gases after the projectile exits from the muzzle. Various automated search techniques are

available for finding optimized gun parameters, desired propellant characteristics, or matching experimental

data. The code also has an expansive output capability which allows the user to analyze variables of

interest over the time of the simulation. All the available options ame activated from an input file. making

IBHVG2 an ideal tool for the scientist who does not wish to program.

This tutorial provides current information on how to use the metric version of IBHVG2. The first part

of the tutorial describes the key differences between Version 5.04 and Version 4.00. It also includes a

description of extensions to the code for electrothermal (ET) and electrothermal-chemnical (ETC)

calculations. The second part of the tutorial provides an updated summary of the input decks and pmrsents

sample code calculations using the ETC enhancements. The major enhancements are (1) revision of the

energy equation to account for electrical energy; (2) provision for description of input power, and (3)

provision for a generalized gas generation rate. All search techniques in the original code have been

maintained.

2. THE INPUT FILE

The input format for IBHVG2 consists of an input fide composed of various descriptive input decks.

All the input deck tides and variables are written in uppercase letters. Each input deck is qualified by a

dollar sign in column 1. followed immediately by the title of the deck. A dollar sign in any other column

indicates to the code that what follows on that line is a comment. No tabs are allowed anywhere in the

input file.

Within an input deck, variables are defined by an equals sign followed by the value, with spaces about

the equals sign squeezed out. Some variable names have synonyms which can be found in the "User's

Guide." Arrayed variables can be allocated values either by individually defining them,

GLOC(I)=10

GLOC(2)=20

GLOC(3)=30

or by separating the values by commas,

GLOC = 10, 20, 30
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noting that a space after a value (instead of a comma) indicates the end of the variable's definition. When

multple entries are contained withn an input deck, the code uses the last definition for the simulation.

Character strings must be included in quotes or aposrophes when defined. for example,

SHOW = "GAGE(2)'

The most recent version of IBHVG2 distributed by the ARL is version 5.04, which uses metric units.

The standard measure of length is in meters, weight is in kilograms, and pressure is in MegaPascals. All

input and output parameters are described in these units. The only exception to this is when a user

references a ptessure value from a $TDIS or $PDIS deck. In these cases, the referenced pressure is in

Pascals.

A summary of the input decks available in an input file follows.

REQUIRED INPUT DECKS

$GUN Defines gun physical dimensions and pressure probe locations.

$INFO -- Defines error tolerance of run, pressure gradiem selection, timestep of simulation, and output

print options.

SPRO] - Defines projectile parameters (mass).

$PRIM -- Defines primer. which is assumed all burnt at Lime 0.

SPROP -- Defines main propellant charge(s) (grain dimensions, physical properties, bum rate

and ig'.,tion behavior).

SEND -- Defines end of input file.

OPTIONAL INPUT DECKS

$RESI Defines gun tube resistance to projectile motion (shot start resistance), and air resistance to

projectile in gun tube.

$HEAT -- Defines heat loss from combustion gases to a thin shell of the gun tube. (included by default).

$ETC Def.nes electrical power input, and. if desired, time-dependent gas generation rate.

$RECO -- Defines weight of gun which is used to calculate an energy loss due to recoil.

$COMM-- Comment deck.

$SAVE .- Used after the SEND card, saves previous input, and allows the user 1', change only desired

parameters for another run.
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PRINTOUT OPTIONS

STDIS Specifies user-selected trajectory variables for printing.

SPDIS -- Specifies user-selected variables to be printed after each parametric rin.

SEARCH OPTIONS

$FIND -- Searches on any parameter to give a desired output variable.

$PARA -- Performs a systematic variation of any parameter.

SPMAX-- Searches on a desired propeUlan characteristic to give a selected maximum breech piusuem.

The following are not input decks, but ame lists of variables to choose from for output printing and

for the SFIND search option.

STRAJ List of trajectory variables (see Appendix A). Additional variables am available to include

ETC parameten, see SETC deck description.

$OUT -- List of output variables (see Appendix A).

3. DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF THE INPUT DECKS

3.1 $Go The $GUN deck describes the gun tube and chamber physical dimensions to be

used by the code. The chamber volume (CHAM), tube diameter, and length must be specified. If the gun

tube is smooth-bore. the diameter is defined by the LAND parameter. (See Figure 1.) The TRAV

parameter defines the length of the gun barrel from the mar sealing point of the projectile to the muzzle.

If a gun tube with rifling is to be modeled, the diameter of the groove (GRVE) must be input with

a value of twist (TWST) in calibers per turn. A value for the groove over land surface area (G/L) must

also be included. (See Figure 2.) The code uses these parameters to calculate a rotational kinetic energy

of the projectile.

Pressure probe locations in the gun tube and chamber am specified in the SGUN deck. NGAG defines

:he number of pressure probes (up to 30). and GLOC is an array of size NGAG which defines the

locations of each respective probe. Distances are measured from the projectile base. "-" into the chamber
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GUN TUBE STEEL

LAND%

GRVE
BORE

G/L a- 1 G/L z I

Figure 2. Additional parameters reguired for a aun with a rifled bore.

or "+" down the banrL The effective length of the chamber (CLEN), should be input to the code when

using in-chamber pressure probes. For example, Figure 3 contains the simulated pressure probe locations

used for 30-mm experiments at OT-Devices (McElroy. OGreg, and Juhaz• 1991).

The maximum pressure calculated by the code in the gun at any given time is always located at the

breech face. The pressure at the in-chamber pressure probe locations are scaled down using the selected

pressure gradient model (chosen in the $INFO deck). The code calculates the pressure scaling for the in-

chamber pressure probes using CLEN, which by default is the chamber volume divided by the bore area.

If chambrage is present in the gun chamber. IBHVG2 has been modified to calculate the effect of the

change of diameter in the shoulder region on the developed pressure (Robbins. Gough. and Anderson

1989). The chambrage pressure gradient model is selected in the $INFO deck, but the physical

dimensions ae entered in the $GUN deck. The location of the diameter change, DIST. is referenced from

the breech face. The diameter at the location corresponding to DIST is input as DIAM. The number of

location-diameter pairs is input as CPTS. with a maximum of five allowed. (See Figure 4.)
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Nwnber of Pressur Probes - HOAG .6

Noslos wOLOC u-O.1l, -0=., 0.06, 0.146, 0.33, 1l01
PCI PC2 POI P82 P3 P34

CLUS PCI PC2 0 PSI PBS POS P9 TRAV

Figure 3. Pmmsur probe location schematic for 30-mm exuerimenzs

6 cm 3 cm

H-0.9 *CLEN -
F-C-LEN -

CLEN = 10 cm

CPTS = 3
DIST =0, 0.09, 0.10
DIAM =0.06, 0.06, 0.03

Figure 4. Ca~em ees
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3.2 $INFO Deck. The $INFO deck defines the run options for a simulation. The tile of the run (up

to 48 characters) is defined in this input dcck by the variable, RUN. and is printed at the top of each page

of the output.

The maximum integration timestep is set by DELT, and the printout timestep is set by DELP.

Generally, if comparison to experimental data is desired, it is useful to set the printout timestep to match

the digitizer sampling raze.

If printout is desired in steps of projectile travel, set the parameter DLPU equal to 2 and note that

DELP is now the printout step in units of projectile travel.

EPS is the maximum allowed error for the integrator timestep adjusmient in Runga-Kutta integration

subroutine. This parameter ultimately controls the rin time for convergence of the program. If the code

terminates during a simulation or continues to run for an excessively long time, the EPS parameter is the

most suspect. Generally, if the EPS parameter is increased, the code converges to a solution quicker.

Conversely, if greater accuracy is desired, this parameter should be decreased.

The models used for determining the pressure drop down the gun tube from the breech face can be

chosen from the Lagrange (GRAD=I). Pidduck-Kent (GRAD-2), or chambrage (GRAD.3) pmesure

gradients. The Lagrange pressure gradient is appropriate for propellant charge over projectile mass (C/M)

ratios of less than 2. The Pidduck-Kcnt pressure gradient is often utilized for C/M ratios of greater than

one and is the best choice for large C/M ratios. If chambrage is present. a pressure gradient model

incorporating the changes mn chamber diameter is available. The physical dimensions of the diameter

changes in the chamber is input in the $SUN deck.

Output file print options are specified by the POPT variable array, which contains five elements. The

default values for each element is I, except POPT(4) which has a default of 0.

POPT(l) set equal to I cchocs the input tile specifications at the beginning of the output file (setting

to 0 turns off this option). This can be of help in locating errors in the input format, since the code will

locate by card number and column an input it does not understand.
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The second element of the array. POPT(2), represents the type of "trajectory" variables vs. time a user

might want to specify for a simulation. POPT(2) set equal to 0 instructs the code to skip the trajectory

prnnouL When POPT(2) is set equal to i, trajectory print includes time, projectile travel, projectile

velocity, projectile acceleration, breech pressum. mean pressure, base pressure, mean temperature, and the

fraction of each propellant deck burned. The user can select to prim out desired trajectory variables from

the $TRAJ list by setting POPT(2) equal to 2. Each user-dfined output trajectory variable must then be

specified in a MTDIS deck, which allows a multipiecation or division of the variable to accommodate a

change in units. Up to I I variables am allowed to be specified via MTDIS specifications.

The third variable. POPT(3), when set equal to 1, activates a summary of the simulation which

provides the default trajectory values at both the maximum breech pressure and at muzzle exiL This

siunmary is very convenient since it provides ballistic performance in compact form. Setting equal to 0

turns off this option.

POPT(4) provides the user a choice of including a pressure blowdown phase after the projectile leaves

the muzzle. Set equal to 0, the code ignores this option. When POFT(4) equals 1, the code calculates

blowdown until the rarefaction wave reaches the breech face. When POPT(4) equals 2 or 3, an additional

parameter, BLPR. must be included. This parameter limits the Nlowdown calculation to a desired breech

pressure. The results of the blowdown calculations are printed at the end of the output file.

POPT(5) is a print option similar to POPT(2). except that it provides output selections for parametric

variation runs. When POPT(5) equals 0. the previously defined trajectory printout options, via POPT(2)

specificauins, are used for each result of the parametric calculations. When POPT(5) is set equal to 1,

the code ,rints a full trajectory output for the firs nan and a single line summary for each additional rim.

POPT(5) set equal to 2 activates a user-defined parametric summary printout for each run via SPDIS

specifications. Each $PDIS deck defines one variable to be printed. SPDIS decks am similar to STDIS
decks, although the variable selection is made from input variables. STRW list, or in the case of the single

line summary, the $OUT list. The output selections, for example, can be made to contain the changing

input parameters as well as desired output values. A summary of the print options is contained in

Figure 5.
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POPT(t) =0 No input echo
= I Echoes input

POPT(2) = 0 No trajectory printout
= I Default trajectory pintout
= 2 User-defined trajectory printout via $TDIS specifications

POPT(3) = 0 No interior ballistics ammary
- I [merior ballistics mammary

POPT(4) = 0 No blowdown calculations
= I Blowdown calculations until rarefaction wave reaches breech face
= 2 Blowdown calculations until reaching a desired breech pressu• BLPR

(reduced printn.9
= 3 Blowdown calculatim until reaching a desired breech pressure, BLPR

(expanded printing)
POFT(5) = 0 Pnintot for each parametric calculations in format consistent with

POPT(2) specification
= I Printout for paruntric calculions with a complete trajecutoy printout

for de first run and single line summary for each additional parnmetric
nm

= 2 User-defined parametric summary printout via SPDIS specifications

Figuw S. .WqMMY of POff ovtio.ns

The in,'nrrra, (vi foiluArte •ie input edho and befoe the trajectory printout is the codes interprtation

of the variabl-•s aeffw ;n W- istput file. These specificadions represem the values the code will use for

the simulation. The code is very capable (through default vas.s, user input ermns, etc.) of misinterpreting

a user's intentions wifthut generating a parsing error.

A table of the enegy distribution of the simulation is contained at the end of the output file aWter the

internal ballistics sumrury. Various parmetiers ae calculated after t run and ame pried at the end of

the input file: loading density. C/M. plezometrlc efficlency (mean pressure/max. breech presse).

clectrical enhancement facto l r, m). KE/electrical energy), tgd the expansion ratio (chamber volume + bore

volume/chamber volume).

To obtain dhc maximum efficiency of a specific gun fixture, a constant pressure option is also available

in this input deck. The code holds a constant pressure during the ballistic cycle by varying the burning

rate (CONN I) or the surface area (CONP=2) of a single propelanL The desired constant pessure is

defined by PRES, with an error tolerance on the pmssure defined as TOL. Only one propellant deck
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containing a homogeneous (non-layered) grain can be included in this simulation. The pwpelant deck

must begin burning at the start of the simulation with no ignition delay.

3.3 LPROJ DecIb This deck defines projectile parameters for the simulation. The only required

parameter is the pwjectie weight. PRWT. Parametes for complex projectiles awe also available. but will

not be discussed.

By specifying the C/M parameter. an option of calculating either the projectile weight given a total

charge weight (COPT=I). or calculating a total charge weight given a projectile weight (COPT=2) is

available. If COPT=2 is used, the calculated total charge weight is distributed according to the relative

percentages of the initial individual charge weights.

3.4 PRIM DL. The primer deck is required by the code for each simulation. Required parameters

anm the specific heu -%do (GAMA), impetus (FORC), covolume (COV). flame temperature ('EMP). and

charge weight (CHWT). Enough energetic material should be included to raise the chamber pressure to

at least 0.34 MP• (50 psi). The primer is assumed to be completely burned at time 0.

3.5 UBOP Deck. The propellan deck defines the main propellm charge characteristics. Up to five

different decks arm allowed by the code. The grain density (RHO), GAMA, FORC, COV, TEMP. CHWT.

grain genmetnc shape. and burning rate must be specified for each charge.

Various form functions for defining propellant grain geometries (GRAN) can be chosnm, including a

completely general forn function which is defined by surface areas at a depth bured. The simplest form

function is the spherical grain (GRAN="SPHR"). which only requires a value of DIAM for physical

description. The form function for ball powder grains, such as WC891, is ORAN="CAKE*, which

requires a DIAM and a thickness (THCK) for physical description. The perforated grains used in large-

caliber gurs for increased surface area requir the most detail (inner and outer web, perforation diameter.

outer dimensions, etc.) for complete physical description. Fortunately, examples and Illustrations for the

mere complex grain geometries are contained in the "User's Guide." The general form function is

specified by the number of depth bumed-surface area pairs (NSUR). with the array of depths defined as

DEPB and the array of surface areas at the corresponding depth burned defined as SURF. Rados of a

grain dimension to one or the other given dimensions are available which allow optimization via the

search options to find desired propellant grain size characteristics.

I0



The code in its present form can describe a variation of propellant properties (thermochemistry and

bum rate) within a single grain with up to four points at desired dcpths into the grain. Descriptive

informaton is input for each layer boundary into arrayed variables of length four, which have different

names than those previously discussed for homogeneous grains. Density at a layer boundary is now input

as RHOL. specific heat ratio as GAML. impetus as FRCL, covolume as COVL. and flame temperature

as TMPL. An example for a four-layer density input is as follows:

RHOL = 1000. 1200, 1300, 1350

density: layer 1. layer 2. layer 3, core.

The last letter in all of these layered variables corresponds to the surface in question: L for lateral,

E for end, and P for perforation. In t. case of the CAKE form function, i.e., ball powder, only lateral

surface definitions are required. This is also the case for spherical grains.

Transition depths from layer to layer are required and are input into the DEPL array of length 3.

These transition depths from one layer boundary to the next are flagged during the simulation in the

trajectory printout as the bum progresses into the next layer. An example for a spherical grain is

presented in Figure 6.

rgrg : 2mm

A- ... id 23:= 0.2 mm

Spherical grain

DEPI. = 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0003
DIAM = 0.002

Figure 6. Details of the transition depths for a layered pmpellant grain.
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For propellants which can be defined with less than four layers, the user is still required to iil the four

element arrays (for the propellant properties). although it is sufficient to just duplicate the values for the

remaining unused layers. If only one layer is present, it is taken to be the core layer and only one set of

values is needed. The transition depth array must contain values of all three elements which are distinct

and increasing.

Note that the code linearly interpolates the given values from one layer boundary to the next, including

bum rate, with the center of the grain (layer 4) having constant properties throughout. An example of the

code interpretation for the variation in density for a layered grain is shown in Figure 7.

Propellant bum rates can be specified either by direct input of bum rate versus pressui- or by defining

coefficients and exponents for the classical exponential bum rate function r = OFP.

RHOL = 1000, 1200,1300,1400

1400

1300

> 1200 
CORE

LLAYER 3

1000 _ [LAYER 2

1000/
LAYER I

0 d d d center12 23 34

Radius of grain

Figure 7. Example of the interpolation scheme for a laye)ed grain.
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To input the bum rate as a function of pressure. set NTBL to the number of bum rate-pressure pairs.

PRIL is the pressure array, and BRIL is the bum rate rzt that respective pressure.

If the grain is homogeneous and the bum rate is desired to be specified in the exponential form by

a single coefficient-exponent pair, the coefficient variable is BETA, and exponent variable is ALPH

(NTBL can be ignored or set equal to 0).

Otherwise, to input the bum rate in the exponential form, set NTBL to the number of

coefficient/exponent-pressure pairs but make it negative. The minus sign signifies to the code that the

desired entry format is the exponential bum rate function. PRIL is the pressure array, CFIL is the

coefficient array, and EXIL is the exponent array at the corresponding pressure. If the pressure array is

deleted, the values of the coefficient and exponent are constant for all pressures (NTBL=- 1).

The numbers in these variable names correspond to the referenced layer. If a homogeneous grain is

modeled, the code requires all the necessary input in the array at the location corresponding to the fourth

layer boundary (core). Therefore, the number in these variables should be set equal to 4, for example,

PR4L, BR4L, or PR4L; CF4L, and EX4L. The last letter corresponds to the surface, as previously

discussed.

The propellant decks by default will begin burning at time 0, although an ignition delay can be

incorporated into a simulation through a variety of means. The variable IGNC in the propellant deck

controls the ignition specification. A $PROP deck may be ignited at a specified time (IGNC=I). projectile

position (IGNC=2). mean pressure (IGNC=3). or at a mass fraction burned of the previous propellant deck

(IGNC=4). The threshold values for these specifications is input via the THRC variable.

An additional ignition variation ma:y be activated, iGNS, which ignites specific surfaces of the

individual propellant grains at thresholds specified by THRS. IGNS and THRS are arrays of le•ngth 3,

with each element corresponding to the P, E. and L grain surfaces, rcs.ctively. The same ignition codes

are used as with IGNC variable.

The propellant deck contains many options and is therefore the most complicated input deck. Errors

are easily made, and the user should carefully inspect the code interpretation of the input values in the

output file, especially for a newly created propel'-int deck. The user will find propellant decks take the
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most time to creat, and debug. Therefore, using previously created ones, if available, is desirable.

Sample test cases containing various propellant decks can be found at the end of the "User's Guide."

3.6 $END Card. The end of an input file is signified to IBHVG2 by an SEND card. No additional

lines are allowed after an SEND card, except a $SAVE deck.

3.7 $RESI Deck. Gun tube resistance to the motion of the projectile is input via the resistance deck.

The resistance profile can be very important in an interior ballistics simulation because it controls how

fast the combustion volume is increasing. This affects the mean pressure, upon which the propellant bum

rate is highly dependent.

NPTS is the number of distance-resistance pressure pairs. with a maximum of 20 points allowed.

TRAV (array of length NPTS) is the distance from shot start at which a given resistance to motion occurs,

and PRES (array of length NPTS) is the magnitude of the resistance pressure at the respective distance.

Note that the code linearly interpolates between the resistance pressure points.

A multiplication factor, FACT, is available to quickly scale the resistance pressure profile up or down

to match experimental data. RFPT is a parameter which defines the first point in the resistance array to

begin multiplying by FACT.

Air resistance to the motion of the projectile in the gun tube is calculated by ,he code when the

parameter AIR is set equal to 1.

3.8 $;HEAT Deck. Heat loss from the combustion gases to the gwi bari.i is defined in the SIEAT

input deck. The parameter HL is the toggle switch for including heat loss (HL=Li). Ti turn off this

option, set HL=-O. Heat is transferred from the combustion gases to the barrel through a convective heat

transfer coeffilient, HO (default is 11.35 W/rn 2- K). Over the Lime sz.J. Gf ,P" "imulations (milliseconds).

the gun barrel heat sink is modeled as a thin shell (default, TSHL-=0. . a given specific heat.

The shell is initially at room temperature (TWAL=293 K) by defaulL For guns in different the.m..Al

environments, the initial temperature can be dcfincd with the TWAY. parameter. Default N'ducs, which

cover a wide .ange of steels, are given for the gun tube density (RSHL=7861.1 kg/m 3) and sl-ecific heat

(CSHL=-460.3 i/K).
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Ur.1css changes are desired for thie input parameters given above, the inclusion of the $HEAT input

deck in an input file is not required: by default all the calculations are performed.

The code is capable of modeling only one heat sink, therefore Lexan chamber liners and capillary

liners present Wn ET guns cannot be modeled in addition to the steel gun tube.

3.9 $US Dec In the solid propellant electrothermal-chemical (SPETC) gun, electrical energy in

tle form of a plasma is utilized in the combustion chamber to perform various roles. A discussion of ETC

guns can be found in the literature (Juhasz et al).

The parameters incorporated into this deck am electrical power addition and time-dependent gas

generation rate of the popellant. Each of these parameters is input as a piecewise linear function of time.

This feature allows easy input, for example, from an experimental gun electrical power-time curve by just

entering points from the experimental power curve.

The addition of electrical power input directly into IBHVG2 updates the previous method which

required the user first to input the electrical energy in the form of electrons into the BLAKE (Freedman

1982; Bunte and Oberte 1989) thermochemistry code. The output par-meters from BLAKE on the

electrically augmented propellant were then input into IBHVG2. This laborious process is no longer

needed, assuming the electrical energy does not alter propeilent thermochemistry or propellant bum rate,

and that propellant gas propei-ies determined at a fixed loading density are applicable. However, it is

noted that the 3LAKE calculations show that this assumption may not be strictly valid (Wren and Oberle

1992). With the present code, ETC gun electrical energy augmentation is modeled directly in IBHVG2

with unmodified propellant thermochemistry.

The electrical power input, A. is provided in the $ETC deck as a piecewise linear function of time.

This function is integrated in closed form, and the resulting energy is added to the left side of the energy

balance cquation, Eq. (A.01), which becomes

E mijc,1 Tfý) + mScVTf + fPdt mijci + m~ cVS]Tmean + L (1)
J 0 L

The complexity of specifying bum ratrs as a function of pressure, or providing coefficients and

cxpo-satcs for the bum rate can be overridden to allow input of a gas generation rate as a function of time.
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An exotic propellant can be modelcd without attcmpting to dctermine both the bum rate and the surface

areas by providing an estimate of the gas generation rate versus time. The system designer can then

perform simulations to determine a gas generation rate which meets system requirements, and then

subsequently design the propellant surface areas and bum rates which can produce the optimal gas

generation rate. The gas generation rate is also specified as a piccewise linear function of time. This

function replaces dih in Eq. (A. 15).

The input parameters related to ETC gun modeling are:

ELECTRICAL POWER

NPWR - integer number of power-time pairs (min = 2. max = 20)

TPWR time (s)

PWR power in Watts at time TPWR

GAS GENERATION RATE

NBRN integer number of gas generation ratc-time pairs (min = 2. max = 20)

TBRN time (s)

BRN g-'s generation rate at time TBRN (kg/s)

The following related parameters have been addcd to the STRAJ deck:

EPWR - Electrical power (Watts)

EENE - Electrical energy integrated from t=O (Joules)

XBRN - Gas generation rate (kg/s)

Any or all of these can be specified in a STDIS deck. and the corresponding variable will be printed

out as a function of time during the run.

3.10 SRECO Deck. Recoil losses for a gun system can be calculated in the code through the use of

the recoil input dcck. Thc only rcquircd paramctcr is the weight of the recoiling system

(RCWT).Cienerally, the energy expended in recoil of a gun is of the order of a tenth of a percent of the

total ,.nergy, therefore the inclusion of recoil in a simulation has a negligible effect.
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3.11 $COMM Deck. This input deck is used for making commcnts which idcntify a simulation.

Everything that follows until the next input deck is considered a commcnt. Multple commcnt decks are

allowed.

3.12 $SAVE D~ek. The $SAVE input deck, after a SEND card, allows the user to save all the

previous information given in the input decks and change only desired variables to make a variation on

the previous simulation all in the same run. The input deck(s) which contains the variable(s) to be

changed must referenced, followed by the variable redefinition. Another SEND card must follow the

changes to indicate to the code that the end of the input has been reached.

3.13 $TDIS Deck. Each $TDIS deck defines a single trajectory variable, from the STRAJ list, to be

printed in the output as a function of time. A maximum of 11 $TDIS decks are allowed in a simulation.

The parameter SHOW identifies the variable to be printed. A multiplication (MULT) or division (DIV)

of the selected output parameter is available to allow a change in units. At the top of each printed page

of the trajectory output. a remark (REM 1) is printed which helps identify each column. An example is

shown in Figure 8.

$TDIS

SHOW = 'GAGE(1)' REMI = 'LOC:-.116 m (PSJ)' DIV = 6895

Figure 8. $TDIS deck example.

Note that POPT(2) rr"t he set equal to 2 in the $INFO deck to activate the STDIS option.

3.14 $PDIS Deck. This deck is similar to the $TDIS deck except the $PDIS deck is for specifying

a desired output for a paramctric variation scarch. Again. only I I SPDIS decks are allowed. In general.

this can help identify which variables have changed during a parametric variation and relevant related

output. The variables can be sclected from 2ny deck cxcept $FIND, SPARA, SPMAX. SPDIS or STDIS.

SHOW identifies which variable is to be printed. DECK identifies the name of the deck containing the

variable, and NTH corresponds to the number of the deck (if there is more than one). A MULT

or DIV of the selected parameter is available to allow a change in units. An REMI to identify the column

of output is also available. An example of a $PDIS deck is contained in Figure 9.
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SPDIS

SHOW = "WEB" DECK = "PROP" NTH = 2

Figume 9. $PDIS deck example for parametric oumut of the web of the second orooellant deck.

POPT(5) must be set equal to 2, in the $INFO deck, for this option to be activated.

3.15 $FIND Deck. The $FIND deck instructs the code to optimize a desired output variable (from

the $OUT list) through a search over a selected input parameter. The desired output variable is specified

by OUTV and the pai'ameter to be searched over is defined by VARY. The location of the VARY

parameter is defined by DECK and NTH (if there is more than one). The initial value for the parameter

to be varied is defined by FROM. Bounds can be placed on the VARY parameter with the NUN and

MAX variables. EPS (incorrectly defined in the "User's Guide") is the smallest allowable change in the

parameter to be varied.

CODE must be set to 0 to achieve a desired value (defined by VAL) of OUTV. If CODE is set equal

to 1, the code will attempt to maximize the value of OUTV.

Up to six $FIND decks are permissible. If multiple $FIND decks are used, the parameter MULT is

a user-defined weighting of each find deck.

The $FIND deck has a problem in selecting the correct increment to change the VARY parameter.

This results in the code overshooting the exact point of VAL the user desires, aldtough by adjustment of

EPS, usable results can be found. This problem may be much more critical if one is using the SFIND

deck to maximize an output variable (OUTV) with CODE equal to one.

3.16 $PARA Deck. A SPARA search routine performs a systematic variation of ary chosen input

variable, defined by VARY. The input dcck coniaining the variable to be changed must be specified with

the DECK parameter. If there are multiple decks. NTH is set to identify which deck contains the variable

to be varied. The initial valuc of the variable to be tried is set by FROM, ,he increment of change by BY,

and the final value by TO.
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Up to four SPARA decks are simultaneously permissible. which means a four-dimensional variation

matrix can be filled. A multidimensional parametic variation can result in many hundreds or thousands

of runs, therefore the user must clearly identify the region of interest as narrowly as possible to minimize

exvessive run time.

The print options for the parame'ic variations are selected by POPT(5) in the $INFO deck.

3.17 $PMAX Deck. The $PMAX option performs an internal search over a selected propeilant

characteristic to achieve a maximum breech pressure. To use this option, the user must specify the

propellant variable to be varied with the VARY parameter and give two initial guesses. TRYI and TRY2.

The following guesses are based on interpolation from these values. If multiple propellant decks are

present the NTH parameter must be set to identify which propellant deck is to undergo the changes. The

user-defined ma?-zinurn breech pressure is PMAX and the allowed error is EPS. Bounds can be set on the

range of variations with the MIN and MAX variables. The LOOP parameter sets a limit on the maximum

number of iterations allowed in the search (default is 20).

"1The user can minimize convergence time of the search by adjusting LOOP and EPS. If there are

multiple local pressure maximums, the specific peak can be specified with the NPMX parameter. If

intermediate information during the search is desired, the parameter PRNT can be set to 1.

4. TEST CASES

Following the conclusions, four sample calculations are performed using metric units. The first is a

simplification of the standard test case number 6 from the IBHVG2 "User's Guide." It is simplified by

merging the two propellant decks into one, and removing the multiple SPMAX and $PARA decks, which

iterate for a specific pressure and parametrically vary the propellant geometry.

The resulting test deck is a representative example of an optimized 120-mm gun loaded with JA2.

The first three sample calculations show:

I. performance of the unmodified gun;

2. adding 1 kilojoule electric per gram of JA2; and

3. additionally designing Lhe propcant for a flat pressure pulse.
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Thcsc three cases are illustrated in Figure 10. A fourth case shows how the trajectory output can be

printed in English units.

"Ul

0-
0

aI 1O3S 1 1$ • I 2 4 41 a I1 B 6 7

Figure 10. Breech pressure (MPa) vs. time (ms).

Case I shows a typical propellant bum, with the rising pressure curve, peaking at about 3.5 ms. Due

to the relatively long time involved in this pressure rise. the projectile has time to accelerate down the

barrel before the propellant has an opportunity to do its most efficient work. This reduces the gun

efficiency.

In Case 2. the electrical energy, which is only 16.5% of the total, is delivered in a trapezcidal pulse

during the first millisecond of the shot, to speed up the propellant combustion. The result is an early,

steep pressure rise, which increases the muzzle kinetic energy by 46%, but also overpressures the gun.

In Case 3. the propellant gas gcncration rate is adjusted to restrain the maximum pressure so the gun

is not overprcssured. The muzzle kinctic energy improvement of 27% is less than for Case 2, but still

well above Case I. In this age of "designer" propellants. the gas generation rate versus time plot,

combined with the pressure history from the simulation, can provide the guidance to the propellant

designer to construct a layered propellant that meews the required performance specifications.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

IBHVG2 is capable of modcling a wide varicty of solid propellants of interest to the propulsion

commutity with relative ease of use. The input file is capable of specifying and activating all available

options for a simulation. Once the propellant deck is satisfactorily complete, variations in loading density,

gun dimensions, and other optimizations are automated and relatively simple to make. With the

modifications to allow the addition of parameters important in ET processes, modeling with IBHV02 has

been extended to include ETC guns. It is hoped that experimental thrusts can be accentuated and directed

from results obtained using IBHVG2. In addition, safety in the laboratory may be increased by finding

overpressure situations for a specific gun fixture.

The authors hope that this tutorial will be an aid to the new user of IBHVG2. Comments or

suggestions for a future version arm welcome.
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APPENDIX A:

SUMMARY OF INPUT DECKS

(Updated Version of Appendix in BRL-TR-2829)
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A. SYNTAX RULES

Input data stream for IBHVG2 consists of a series of "decks." The start of each deck is identified by

a line starting with a "3" in the first column and followed by a four letter mnemonic. All lines of input

data between decks should in principle be closely related ballistic parameters.

Inputs are free format in that more than one can be included per line. Comments may be incorporated

by preceding the.n with a "$" in any column other than the first. The formats are

variable =value

for ordinary unsubscripted variables and

variable (sub) --value1, -. , valuen

for subscripted variables, with commas and/or blanks between consecutive variable/value constructs.

Integer and real formats are legal for all numerical values. Character strings must be delimited with either

apostrophes or quotes. All keywords, to include deck cards and variable names, must be in uppercase.

The first blank between consecutive variable/value fields is the legal delimiter, any additional ones

aie ignored. Blanks embedded in variable names, subscripts, or numeric values are illegal. Leading

blanks in character strings are squeezed out.

An omitted "(sub)" in a subscripted variable is taken to be 1. Consecutive values fill locations sub,

sub+l, sub+2. etc., while pairs of commas with nothing or blanks between them advance to the next

subscript (i.e.. a subscript is skipped over). All character variables default to blank strings while numerical

variables default to either zero or a convenient value listed below. If a variable is multiply-defined, the

last input overrides all previous ones. All syntax errors are flagged. A list of all valid deck names

follows as well as descriptions of all variables within each deck.

IBHVG2 Version 500 series is a conversion to metric units from the previous level of IBHVG2

(Version 408) which uses Imperial units of pounds. inches, feet, and psi. In Version 500 series, all

measurements of length are based on the meter (m). all mass measurements on the kilogram (kg), and

pressure input units are the mega-pascal (MPa). A list of the constants used is in subroutine DATINP.
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There are a few discrepancies. Units of pressure in the FORTKAN-coded equations use Pascals (Pa),

while the unit of choice for input is the Mega-Pasc,-I. Therefore, most instances of pressure during the

input phase are converted internally from MPa to Pa without the user's knowledge. Three instances

remain distinct and must be recognized by any program user attempting a FIND process or outputs via

PDIS and TDIS. In these three cases, any reference to a pressure value from the STRAJ list assumes that

pressures will be used in units of Pascals. PDIS and TDIS, as special cases for dealing with output

displays, have provision for multiplic2Xon (MULT) or division (DIV) of the output values. The FIND

deck as an input for an internal -earcth process, has no such factor, any reference to a pressure value from

the $TRAJ deck must be in Pascals.

B. Decks in Alphabetical Order

$COMM

All cards between a SCOMM and the next deck card are ignored to allow the tagging of a data input

file with user comments.

SEND

This control card signifies end-of-input for the current case. IBHVG2 will then execute. Afterwards.

it will start reading the next card, if any. This is to allow the processing of other runs or for the code

itsell to generate runs intermally. An end-of-input condition for a user's input deck is processed as if the

SEND card was read in. A frequent mistake by novice users is to include the $END and follow it by a

blank line. The code assumes this is another run and proceeds to produce errors due to insufficient

information.

SETC

Allows introduction of electrical cnergy into the combustion chamber for clcctrothcrmal-chemical

(ET(C) gun simulation. This deck also allows the gas generation rate to be specified as a piecewise linear

funcion of time. This option overrides the calculation of the surface areas and other features of the

chemistry.
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NPWR number of power-time C1i ; (min = 2. max = 20)

TPWR time of power input (s)

PWR power at time TPWR (watts)

NBRN num'uer of gas generation rate-time paurs (min = 2, max = 20)

TBRN time of gas generation (s)

BRN gas generation rate at time TBRN (kg/s)

$FIND

For inputs to a general variation-and-search al'-vithm. utilizing function minimization techniques.

Up to six $FIND decks may be submitted in one run aiowing a variation in six dimensions. A list of

additional option vwriables for outputting is found at the end o" this section.

VARY ram, of parameter including any subscript

DECK nair.• of dtv:K containing parameter. four characters max; may
not be PAR A. PDIS, FIND, PMAX. or TDIS

NTH number of deck it there are several with same name
(default= 1

FROM initial value of parameter in proper units

EPS convergence criteria for the varying parameter

OUTV name of desired output variable from run completion variables
(see end of this section)

CODE 0 to achieve desired value of OUTV variable
I to maximize OUTV variable

VAL desired value if CODE is 0, else ignored

MULT multiplier for ftnction-minimizer residual (default = 1.01

MIN minimum allowable value of VARY parameter [default = 0.01

MAX maximum allowable value of VARY parametcr (default =
1.OE+-01
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SGUN

For variables related to gun-,'ube geometry, namely:

NAME name of gun. 28 characters max
TYPE

CHAM chamber volume [m3)
CV

CVOL

GRVE groove diameter (ml

LAND land diameter (m)

TRAV travel to shot-exit (m)
LENG

G/L ratio of groove to land surface area smooth-bore if G/,=0
(default)

TWST rifling twist [calibem/tumJ (default = 9991

LOPT 0 idefault] to ignore LDEN
I to calculate CHAM from total charge weight and LDEN
2 to calculate total charge weight from CHAM and LDEN;

primer and charge weights must be specified. they are scaled
proportionally to sum to required total charge weight

LDEN ratio total charge weight/chamber volume kg/inm3; used when
LOPT = I or 2 [default = 0.21
CAUTION: WDEN calculations are done after C, ch
may have altered charge weights) is used.

CLEN effective chamber length [in) for scaling in-chamber p..-ssure
gauge locations (default = CV/bore area)

NGAG number of gauge locations (default = 0. max = 30)

GLOC gauge location array of size NOAG (m] [defaults - 0.01.
Distance is measured (÷) downtube from the breech or (-) into
chambe from the initial position of the projectile base.
CAUTION: IBHVG2 will discard duplicate or out-of-range
values and will rearrange distances in ascending order, if
necessary. This should be kept in tind when using. f&r
example. a $SAVE deck--he position you reference may not
be the one the computer code decided upon.
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$HEAT

For heat-loss-related variables, namely:

TSHL tube sheil thickness for heat sink [m) [default = 0.0001016)

CSHL sheil specific heat (J/kg-KJ covering a broad range of steels
(default = 460.316318)

RSHL shell material density [kg/m 3] (default = 7861.09161

TWAL initial wall temperature [K) (default = 293.01

HO free convective heat Lansfer coefficient for air in the tube
[W/m 2-KI (default = 11.348218521

HL 0 to ignore heat losses in energy balance
1 [defaultI to include heat losses

$INFO

For run-related inputs, the variables are:

DELT max integration time step [s) [dcfault = 0.OOC I

DLPU I (default] for DELP in units of time Is]
2 for DELP in units of projectile travel (m)

DELP integrator logout and print step (s) or [ml; ieset to DELT if DLPU = I and DELP
< DELT

SOPT 0 to suppress file storage of run output [default]
I to write trajectory data for each run into output file STORE for post-processing
2 to write only single-line summaries for each parametric run into file STORE;

ignored if nonparametric runs are being conducted

GRAD I for Lagrange gradient (default]
2 for Pidduck-Kcnt gradient
3 Chambrage gradicnt. Rcquires description of chamber geometry in $GUN in

form of pairs of chamber diamccr DIAM versus distance from breech face
DIST with CPTS points in all

UNIT unit system for output, not implemented yet. but will be a choice between 0 for
SI and I for English
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POPT print option array of size 6 [all defaults = I). Detailed descriptions given below
between the double bars:

POPT(l) 0 to suppress
I to prim

POPT(2) 0 to suppress trajectory print
I to print default trajectory variables
2 to print user-specified STDIS variables

POPT(3) 0 to suppress
I to print 113 summary

POPT(4) 0 to suppress blowdown calculation
I tube blowdown (to include tube recoil when the recoil options is in effect. see

SRECO) until first rarefaction wave reaches breach face
2 tube blowdown until specified breech pressure BLRP in $INFO has been reached

(reduced printing)
3 tube blowdown as in (2) but with more detailed intermediate printing
NOTE: Analysis for POPT(4) - 2 or 3 is an extension of Con.-.r's equations in
POPT(4) = 1, although this analysis is strictly valid only until rarefaction wave reaches
breech face.

POPT(5) 0 to honor above print options for every run of parametric variation
I to honor above pnnt options for first run of parametric variation and print a single-

line summary thereafter
2 like 1. but summary print variables supplied via $PDIS specifications

POPT(6) is currently unused

RUN run title on output pages; 48 characters max
TITL

EPS maximum error for integrator time-step adjustment and transition tolerances (default -
0.00021

CONP 0 for usual non-constant pressure run (default)
I for run with constant pressure maintained by varying the burning rate of the single

charge
2 for run with constant pressure maintained by varying the surface area of the single

charge

PRES desired constant breech pressure (psiI when CONP option is I or 2

BLPR desired breech pressure for blowdown calculation with POPT(4) = 2 or 3 in SINFO

TOL error tolerance [MPal for PRES fdcfault = 1.01
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SPARLA

For parametric variations; up to four SPARA decks per run permit a four-dimensional matrix to be

systematically ried. The DECK mus contain a nominal value of the variable to be VARY'd.

VARY name of parametric variable including any subscript
DECK name of deck containing variable; four chan max; may not be PARA, PDIS, FIND,

PMAX. or TDIS

NTH deck number if there is more than one [default= I)

FROM initial value of variable

TO final value of variable

BY incremenu/decrement value

SPDIS

Each deck defines one variable to be printed in lieu of the default set for each line of the parametric

summary print. Them can be up to II SPDIS decks in effect: I for each variable printed for the interior

ballistic cycle. Be sum to include the line POPT(5)=2 (print option) in the SINFO deck. To write the

summary information to a file attached to UNIT=7, include the line SOPT=2 in the $INFO deck. ($PDIS

is similar to the STDIS deck.) A list of additional option variables for o'itputting is found at the end of

this section.

SHOW name of variable to print; four chars max

DECK name of deck containing the desired variable: any deck may be named except PARA.
PDIS, FIND, and PMAX

NTH number of deck if more than one [default = I!

ML-LT number to multiply data value by [default = 1.01

DIV number to divide data value by [dcfault = 1.0l

REMI 20 character remark string to identify the variable being displayed
REMK
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$PMAX

For variation of charge weight or web to achieve a desired maximum breech pressure. If web is

varied, grain ratios rather than grain dimensions may be the better choices in the $PROP deck concerned.

The $PROP deck must contain a nominal value of charge weight and web, even though one or the oher

will be varied in the SPMAX operation. Note that a DECK='PROP' card is not needed in a $PMAX; the

program knows that it must be varying some propellant characteristic. If you include DECK='PROP',

the program will complain but will still do the proper things.

VARY variable name in a $PROP deck including any subscript

NTH number of $PROP deck [default = I1

TRYI first value of VARY to try

TRY2 second value of VARY to try; third and subsequent guesses are based on
interpolation. NOTE: the last two guesses from the previous run are
employed as the first two guesses in a,,cond and subsequent SPARA runs

PMAX maximum breech pressure (MPa) sought

EPS error tolerance [MPaj for PMAX; (default = 1.01

LOOP max number of tries before quitting [default = 201

MIN minimum allowable value of VARY parameter [default = 0.0J

MAX maximum allowable value of VARY parameter [default - I.OE+IOj

NPMX 0 (defaultj if PMAX refers to the max breech pressure ever achieved during
the run

n where n e { 1,2.....5} if PMAX refers to the NPMX.th local breech pressure
maximum achieved

$PRIM

For primer data. The "primer" is considered completely burned at the start of integration. For this

reason, it is considered wise to include only enough primer to reach sufficient pressurization to ignite the

propelling charge. Real primers are usually modcUcd with IBHVG2 by simulating the function with both

a $PRtIM and a $PROP deck. A typical correspondence is 10% by weight for the $PRIM and 90% as a

$PROP. Constant-pressure runs may include or exclude a primer. A primer is mandatory for conventional

simulations.
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NAME name of primer. 28 characters max

TYPE

GAMA specific heat ratio

FORC force [JAgg

COv covolume (m3/kgj

TEMP flame temperature [KJ

CHWT weight [kgJ
WT
CHOW
C
CW

SPROJ

For projectile-related variables.

NAME projectile designation; 28 characters max
TYPE

PRWT projectile weight [kgJ
WT

COPT 0 (default] to ignore C/M
I to calculate PRWT from total charge weight and C/M
2 to calculate total charge weight from PRWT and C/M; primer and all charge weights

must be specified. but they will be scaled proportionally to sum to the required total
charge weight

C/M used when COPT=I or 2; ratio of total charge weight and projectile weight [default -
1.01

SOPT 0 (default) bypass PRWT calculation based on subprojectile parameters and sabot
formula

I find PRWT based on projectile weight estimation formula of Bums
2 find PRWT based on same weight estimation formula using coefficients yielding 15%

lighter sabot

WTSP subprojectile weight [kgJ

LSP subprojectilc length (m]

DSP subprojectile diamcter [ml

PDiS max design pressure [MPaI for saboted projectile

SABO sabot weight [kg ; not input-set by IBHVG2
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$PROP

Defines a main propelling charge clement IBHVG2 will recognize up to five such decks and considers

them independently (i.e., order is unimpontan). The following am basic input variables most useful for

describing homogeneous, undecned grains:

NAME name of propelant; 28 char max
TYPE

RHO density [kg/rn3 ]
DENS

GAMA specific heat ratio

FORC force [J/kg

COV covolume (m3/kg]

TEMP flame temperature [K]

CHWT weight (kgJ
WT

CHOW
C
CW

ALPHA burning rate exponent, a

BETA burning rate coefficient. • [m/s - MPa2] [where burning rate •!P" [rm/s] where P is
mean pressure in (MPa]

EROS erosive burning coefficient. empirical factor multiplied by projectile velocity [m/sJ to
add to burning rate [defauft = 0.01

GRAN granulation code chosen from 7PF (or 7P), 1PF (IP), CORD, RECT (SLAB), SPHR
FORM (BALL), SLOT, 37HX (37H), 19HX (1911), 19PF (19P), GEN, PIE (STAR), GHEX

(HEX), MONO

The following form functions have been added to IBHVG2 since the User's Guide (Anderson and

Fickic 1987) was published.

a) Flattened ball powder grains produced from ball powder by rolling to a pancake shape with

constant thickness. The form function name is PAN or CAKE, and the geometry is defined by

DIAM and THCK. DIAM corresponds to the outer diameter or maximum width. THCK

corresponds to the thickness of the rolled portion or distance between paraUel plane surfaces. If
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only the original ball diameter and target thickness are known, the form function will calculate the

final disk diamcter when DIAM is the negauve of the value of the original ball diameter (DIAM

< 0). In this case. the computed disk diamcter is printed during the propellant descripion phase

of program output.

b) Roseue form function ROSE. The geomety is similar to that described in ARBRL-MR-03380.

The required dimensions are: perf diameter, web thickness (as WEB or as WI and WO where WO

corresponds only to outermost web), and length. Additionally, the number of perf rings NRNG as

described in the general hexagon form function must be specified. Layering is allowed on any or

all surfaces.

c) General hexagon (GHEX) form function. GHEX may have a different thickness of the outer web.

Previously, all webs were equal.

FORM PAN(CAKE)
ROSE
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WI inner web for cylindricalfltxagonal grains [mI
WIN

WO outer web for cylindrical/hexagonal grains [ml
WOUT

WM middle web for cylindricalexagonhl grains [ml
WVID

WEB common value of all inner, middle, and outer webs (m]; also resets WI/O
WB

D grain diameter, if applicable [ml
DIAM
ODIA

PD perf diameter, if applicable (m]
DP (default = 01
PDIA

SLOT slot width in SLOT and PIE grains (m]

NSLT number of diameural slots in PIE grain 2 2

NRNG number of concentric rings of perfs around central pert in HEX and rosette grains; , 0
[default = 21

L grain length. if applicable [ml
GL
LEN
GLEN

WUTH grain width in RECT grains [ma

THCK grain thickness in RECT grains [m]

NSUR number of depth/surface pairs for GEN grain [dcfault = 1. max = 201

DEPB depths-burned array [mI for GEN grains; ignored if NSUR = I

SURF surface area array fmi21 for GEN grains

IGNC code specifying charge ignition:
0 to ignite at start of integration (default)
I to ignite at some time Is]
2 to ignite at some projectile travel [m]
3 to ignite at some mean pressure IMPaj
4 to ignite at some Z (mass fraction bumcd) of the charge dcscribcd by the previous

SPROP deck
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THRC threshold value for ignition if IGNC > 0

IGNS array of size 3 specifying ignition codes for the perf, end, and lateral grain surfaces,
respectively' same codes as IGNC; ignored if IGNC > 0.0

THRS array of threshold values for surface ignition

PA.B 0 [default) for standard treatment of charge; set automatically if grain has no perfs or if
nms has either consant-pressure option set

1 for perf-augmenmed burning of charge until grain fracture

DSCF Robbins-Horst discharge coefficient in weight flux computation for perf-augrnented
burning model [default = 1.01

FRAC 0 [default) for no user-defined grain fracture criterion of charge with PA-B = I. NOTE:
web bum-through turns off perf-augmented burning.

I to specify pressure-difference grain fracture threshold for charge with PA-B = 1.
NOTE: web bum-through triggers fracture.

NFRG number of fragments when I PF grain fracture > I

THRF absolute value of difference between chamber and perf pressures for grain fracture

I[MPa]; ignored if FRAC = 0 [default = 0.01

IBHVG2 will calculate grain dimensions if given either actual measurements, or alternatively, a single

measurement combined with ratio specifications. This latter technique is quite useful when the code is

used to optimize a charge design. For example. a CORD grain can be defined by D and L, or by L and

the ratio L/D. For a 7-perforated grain, WI and DP to-,:thcr with W/O, D/DP, and I/D ,rill completely

specify the grain geometry. The slot width of a SLOT or PIE grain will be calculated given SW/D and

D. Care must be taken to avoid over-specificd or inconsistent information since the computer program

may make arbitrary or poor decisions. IBHVG2 prints the grain dimensions prior to ballistic calculations;

experienced users of the code always scrutinize this portion of the output for any surprises.

L/D grain length/grain diameter

L/DP grain lcngth/pcrf diameter
L/PD

D/DP grain diamctcr/perf diameter
D/PD
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LiWD grain lcngth/grain width

WD/T grain width/grain thickness

SW/D slot width/grain diameter

WI/O inner web/outer web for multiperforated grains; web eccentricity
I__ for single perf grains [default 1 1.01

For deterred grains, funther (or replacement) inputs to handle variable thermochemistry and burning

rates are necessary. Visualize each grain having, in general. three disjoint surfaces:

Surface Description

P perf (includes the slot, if any)

E end

L lateral

Extending inward from each surface ar layers 1. 2. 3. and 4 (the innermost or "core"), and any or

all of the first three may be of zero thickness (nonexistent) on one or more of the P. E. or L surfaces.

The core layer is always present and its properties, unlike those of the outer layers. are independent of

depth. As there is only one common 4th layer. L-specifications for the core override all others to prevent

conflicts. AUl depth-varying properties are consecutively defined at the outer surface of each layer from

the outside in so each of the following is an array of size 4. Linear interpolation is performed by

IBHVG2 when intermediate values are required.

RHOP density [kg/m31 on P surfaces
RHOE on E surfaces
RHOL on L surfaces

GAMP specific heat ratio on P surfaces
GAME on E surfaces
GAML on L surfaces

FRCP force [J/kg] on P surfaces
FRCE on E surfaces
FRCL on L surfaces

COVP covolume fm3/kgl on P surfaces
COVE on E surfaces
COVL on L surfaces

TMPP flame temperature IKJ on P surfaces
TMPE on E surfaces
TMPL on L surfaces
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Figure A-3. Two-laver, single-perf grain (lateral-view).
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Array of size 3 specify the transition depths [m] between the first and second, the second and third,

and the third and fourth layers, respectively, for each surface (measuring from the surface).

DEPP transition depths on P surfaces
DEPE on E surfaces
DEPL on L surfaces

[defauts - 0.01

Transition depths will be calculated by IBHVG2 if positive ratios specifying transition depths as

fractions of surface-to-surface distance are input. Arrays of size 3 store the ratios [the default for all

values is 0.0].

DP/S ratios of transition depths on P surfaces to WI; used for perforated grains only

DE/S ratios of transition depths on E surfaces to:
* min(GL.WDTH) for RECI

G GL for perforated and CORD grains

DL.S ratios of transition depths on L surfaces to:
o D for CORD and SPHR grains
"* THCK for RECI grains
"* WI for p.erforated grains

FP/L ratios of DP/S to DLIS; DP/S values will be found given FP/L and DL/S; useful
for defining a relation between transition depths on P and L surfaces

Finally, burning rate for the outer surface of each layer may be incorporated via several alternative

methods. It should be noted that interpolation is linear for depths and betas, but logarithmic for alphas

and tables of pressure versus burning rates.

NTBL method of specifying burning rate inputs ... absolute value is number of table entries on
every surface layer, range of values: -10 to +10

< 0 to specify betas and alphas as tabular functions of mean pressure IMPal, NTBL
triples in all

= 0 to define one beta/alpha pair [defaulti
> 0 to specify burning rates [m/si as tabular functions of mean pressure IMPal. NTBL

pairs in all. NOTE: if NTBL = 1, burning rate is constant so corresponding
pressure value, if any. is ignored.

PRIL pressures [MPal on outside of layer 1, L surface.
PR2L. PR3L. PR4L. PRIE. PR2E, PR3E. PR4E. PRIP. PR2P, PR3P, PR4P are defined
similarly.
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BRIL burning rates [mr/si on outside of layer I. L surface. BR2L, BR3L, BR4L, BRIE,
BR2E, BR3E, BR4E, BRIP. BR2P, BR3P, BR4P are defined similarly.

CFlL burning rate coefficients (betas) on outside of layer I. L surface. CF2L. CF3L, CF4L,
CFIP, CF2P. CF3P, CF4P are defined similarly

EXIL burning rate exponents (alphas) on outside ot layer 1, L surface. EX2L, EX3L, EX4L,
EXIE, EX2E, EX3E, EX4E. EXIP. EX2P, EX3P. EX4P are defined similarly

$RECO

For m.,;oi data. In the model currently available, the gun tube freely recoils under the influence of

breech pressure less resistance pressure. This option has rot been fully tested and should not be

considered reliable.

RECO 0 for fixed tube, no recoil [default)
I to employ recoil option

RCWT weight [kg) of tuhe and recoiling parts
WT

NAME name of recoil system: 28 characters max
TYPE

SRESI

This precedes .-esisince pressure iaputs. The variables ame:

NPTS numbLr of travel/pressure pairs mrin = 0, max = 201

TRAV projectile travel zrray of size 20 (in)

PRES resistance pressure array of size 20 IMPa]

AIR 0 to suppress adding in air resistancc
I to include air rsistancc [dcfaultl

HTFR fraction of work dz,nc to ovcrcome barrel resis.ance which is used
to pre-hcat t be wall. 0.0 HTTFR 5 1.0 [default = 0.0]
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A factor to allow C-.- boI. r :istance profile to be raised or lowered during an iterative searching

process can be specified. Taie factor works in conjunction with SFIND or SPARA.

FACT factor by which the resistances (in MPa) will be multiplied [default = 1.01

RFPr point in the PRES ana, výaere factoring will begin; factor will be applied
to all subsequent points (default = 31

$SAVE

Actually, not a deck card, but a control card. If it is the first card in a run after an $END card, the

values of all input variables are retained, so that succeeding decks need only update selected variables.

If an SEND card is not followed by a $SAVE card, all input variables must be reinitialized.

$TDIS

Each deck defines one variable to be printed in lieu of the default set for each line of the trajectory

print. There can be up to 1 STDIS decks in effect--one for each variable printed for the interior ballistic

cycle. Be sure to include the line POPT(2)=2 (print option) in the $INFO deck. To write the trajectory

information to a file attached to UNIT=7, include the line SOPT=2 in the $INFO deck. ($TDIS is similar

to the $PDIS deck). The list of option variables available for use is found at the end of this section.

SHOW name of variable to print from deck TRA); four characters max

MULT number to multiply data value by [default = 1.0]

DIV number to divide data value by [default = 1.01

REM[ 20 character remark string to identify the variable being
REMK displayed

Trajectory Variables

Below is a list of keyword variables which can be uscd in conjunction with the STDIS. $FIND, and

$PDIS decks to reference quantities other than the default SCL To use them with SPDIS and SFIND, one
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must include the line DECK='TRAJ'; a reference within $TDIS assumes the keyword will come from the

following list. Test cases 3 denmonstrates the use of $TDIS to change the trajectory display printed during

the ballistic cycle.

MEAN mean gas pressre in chamber [Pal

PRFP array of size 5 of mean gas preswre in perfs (Pal of each charge; equal to
mean if no perf.augmented burning in that charge at current time step

GAGE array of size 30 of gauge pressure [Pal

BRCH breech presure (Pal

BASE pressure at projectile base [Pal

PDOT d(mean chamber pressure)/dt [Pa/s]

PDTP array of size 5 of d(mean perf pressure)/dt [Pa/s), one for each charge

TBAR mean gas temperature in chamber (K]

PRFT array of size 5 of mean gas temperature in perfs [KI of each charge; equal
to TBAR if no perf-augmented burning in that charge at current time step

FRCR bore-friction resistance pressure [Pal

AIRR air resistance pressure (Pal

TOTR sum of FRCR and AIRR

TWAL temperature of tube wall shell [K]

WTB array of size 5 of weight burned of each charge [kg]; reference by
subscript

WTBR array of size 5 of weight-burning rate of each charge [kg/si; reference by

subscript

WTBT total weight of gas in chamber (kg)

PREJ projectile tanlational kinetic energy (J]

PRJ% PRJE * 100 / TOTE

PRPE propellant and gas kinetic energy (J)

PRP% PRPE * 100 / TOTE

ROTE projectile rotational kinctic cncrgy [J]

ROT% ROTE * 100 / TOTE
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FRTE barrel-frictionl work to tube 1J]

FRT% FRCE * 100 / TOTE

FREE baiml-frictional work riot absorbed as heat to the tube wall [J]

FRE% FREE * 100 / TOTE

DRGE work done against air in barrl [J)

DRG% DRGE * 100 / TOTE

RECE kinetic energy of recoiling tube (J]

REM- RECE * 100 /TOTE

HETE energy lost as hca convected to tube wall (J]

HET% HETE * 100 / TOTE

LOSE sum of ail energy losses [J]

LOS% LOSE * 100 / TOTE

TOTE total chemical energy released by combustion [(J

EDOT d(rOTE)/dt (J/s)

GASE internal energy of gas [J), i.e., TOTE - LOSE

GAS% GASE * 100 /TOTE

SRF array of size 5 of burning-surface area of each charge im31; reference by
subscript

SRFT total surface area of all ignited ch.,ges 'm3j

TIME time [s]

TRAY projectile displacement from initial position (m]

VEL ground-based projectile velocity (mI/s

ACCL projectile acceleration [G's)

Z array of size 5 of charge weight fractions burned; reference by subscript

DB-P array of size 5 of dcpth burned into P surface of each charge (m);
reference by subscript

DB-E same as above for E surfaces

DB-L same as above for L surfaces

DB-F same as above for F (fracture) surfaces

BR-P array of size 5 of burning rate on P surface of each charge [m/s]; reference
by subscript
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BR-E same as above for E surfaces

BR-L same as above for L surfaces

BR-F same as above for F (fracture) surfaces

EPWR electrical power (wauts)

EENE electrical energy integrated from t=O [J)

XBRN gas generation rate (kgts)

RUN COMPLETION VARIABLES

These are output variables defined after a complete IBHVG2 run. Typically they represent some

global extrema which can only be ascertained at the conclusion of ballistic computation. For example,

a maximum pressure is determined after shot ejection, while there could be several local maxima during

the pressure history. The variables may be referenced by name using $PDIS (with DECK='OUT') or by

$FIND as the value inserted for OUTV.

PMAX max breech pressure [MPa)

HUMP array of size 5 of local breech pressure maxima [MPa]

GMAX array of size 30 of gauge pressure maxima [MPa]

VMUZ muzzle velocity [m/sJ

AMAX max acceleration [g's]

BMAX max base pressure [MPaJ

X@BO array of size 5 of projectile position fm] at charge burnouts; reference by
subscript

PMUZ base pressure at shot exit (MPaI

ZMUZ array of size 5 of charge weight fractions burned at shot exit; reference by
subscript

IMPL final impulse (momcntum [N-sl)

LDEN calculated loading dcnsity [kg/m3 I
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APPENDIX B:

SAMLE CASES
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B.1. SAMPLE CASE I

This is a simplified version of IBHVG2 Benchmawk test case 6. The simplilficaons am the removal

of the SPMAX and $PARA docks, and combination of the two propellam decks into a single, 8-kg

load.

Whlde the apuz Is basically the sme. dwe ou 2 is noa The STDIS decks di t die display of thee

new varlables: the elecuic power. the integrated electric energy,. ad the propellant gas geeemdon rate.

The first two of these amu 0 in this cae. The third shows the gs generation rate as a funicon of time.

Ths case is a baseline against which the other two cases should be compared. The breech pressure

trces for all thre cases an shown in FIgure 10 on page 20.

The input deck:

SIF1LIFI.D 1M3V02 *CKIOIARA TEST CASE 6

PAM * '120 ?6 MWITH'OUT PRESSURE CONSTRAI "J' DOLT - 5 .-6 DELP S 51-5
GRAD * 2 POP? - 1,2,1,0,2 SOFT - 0

PS - 0.00o
sHEA?

TSHL * 0.0001143 CSH/, - 460.3163186 R-SHL * 7011.0916
TWAI. - 293 Ho o 11.346210 HL - I

SCUN

N , ';120 ,,, GUN TEST CASE' CHAD - 0.009946948 GRVY - 0.1199896
LAND- 0.1199096 G/L - 1. TRAV - 4.752594

T- 99
SPROJ

NAME - ,Arsus, PRWT - 7.09$72
'POIS' VALUES USED WITH PARAMCTIC PRINT OPrIO" VOP?(5)*2

SHOW-'PNAX1 DeCK.'OUV1 OIV.6994.757
SPOIS

SHOW,.'PH.VX DgCK-o'OPT' NT-2VI-68 0.45327

SHOW-'DIAI' OeCK.'PROP' NTH02 OIV00.0254
SPOIS
SHOW.'PD' DECK-'PROP' NrHo2 OIV-O.OZ54

SPO IS
SHOW-'WEB' DECK-'PROP' NTH-Z DIV-0.0254

SPD[S

SHOW-'ZMUZ(2)' DECK-'OUT'
SPDOS

SHOW-'LDEN' DrCK-'OUT'
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S RES I
MPTS -4 AIR -1I
TRAV - 0. 0.02032. 0.0762, 4.7496
PRES - 0.6894757, 17.2369925, 0.6894757, 0.6894757

STDIS

SHOW.' RAV' DIV-.02S4 RIM-' INCHES'

SNOW.' VEX. MAJT-3.2606323 RIM-' CT/S'

SNOW-' CCL' ROE.' GaUVITIES'

SJSOW-'&MN' DtV-6494.7S7 RIM-'PSI'

SMNOIW.'5M DIV-0694.757 RUE-'PSI'

SNOW-' IBASE' OIV..6694.757 REHR'PSI'

SNOW.' IllS RUEN-'1ATTS ELECTIC'

SNOW.' Wig REMD5' JOLZS ELECTRC'

SHOW.'h()'
870 IS

SHOW.' XSRM' ROU-' SUNS RATE'

S RtCO
NAME - 'NMNI RICO - 0 RCUtI 0

S PR IN
MNZS - 'IMITE' HP 0.001573966
WMA - 1.23 CroaC 635176.7375
COY - 0.001003919 TEW *2000

SPR~r
NAM - 'A27P' CHUT-S6.0 GSAN-'17P1
RHO - 1566.611866 CANA - 1.2257 rORC - 1142277.932
C*Y - 0.000992779 T~E - 3400 teMs - 0.0000000

PRGL- 13.709514, 27.S79028, 46.94757, 172.368925
DR4L- 0.02667, 0.036604. 0.074422. 0.166624

LM- 0.0163222 DIAN * 0.010668 PD - 0.00050S
MI - 0.0019304 WO - 0.0018796

Produced the following output:
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B.2. SAMPLE CASE 2

This case differs from sample case I by the addition of I kU of electric energy per gram of JA2

pfopeUant. For 8 kg of JA2, that mean 8 Mi of electrical energy.

This energy is (arbitaily) delivered by means of a tqx idal pulse in approximately I ms. Me

ptecise details ame shown in die SETC deck below. The trqpeo rises linerly in the first 100 p, remains

flat for 900 ps. and then drop linearly in a final 100 pa. The two triangular rising and falfing sepwaenm

may be combined geometrically to show that the net rsult is a 1-ms pulse.

This early delivery of energy causes the JA2 to reach higher pressures than it was originally designed

for, increasing the bum rate and therefore substantially increasing the peak pressure and decreasing the

time required to reach it.

The input deck:

SIMPLIrIeD ISHVG2 BENCHMARK TEST CASE 6
WITH A I K3FLAT ELECTRIC PULSE
CONTAINING A TOTAL OF 1KJ ELECTRIC PER GRAM OF PROPELLANT

$ I Nro

RUN 1 '120M* T6 WITH I KJ/G ELECTRIC' DCLT - 5C-S OELP - SC-5
GRAD - 2 POPT * 1,2.1,0,2 SOFT * 0
EFS - 0.05

SCnAT
TSHL - 0.0001143 CSHL - 460.3163186 RSHL * 7861.0916
TWAL - 293 NO - 11.340218 HL. I

SCUM

NAME * '120144 GUN TEST CASE' CHAM * 0.009946948 GRVE Z ,.1199896
LAND - 0.1199396 G/L * 1. TRAV - 4.752594
TWST * 99

SPROJ
NAME - 'ApfSoS, PRIT - 7.09072

"P'IS' VLLUCS USED WITH PARAMETRIC PRINT OPTION POPT(S}-2
SPOIS

SHOW-' P•AX' DECK-'OUT' OIV-6404.757
$PDIIS

SHOW-'CHWT' ODCK-'PROP' NTN-2 OIV.0.45359237

SHOW-'DIZAM OECK-'PROP' #TH-?2 OIV-0.0254
SPDIS

SHOW''PO' DECK-'PROP' HkTH2 DIV-0.0254
SPOIS

SHOW-'WEB' DrCK-'PROP' NTH-2 DiV-0.0254
$PDIS

SHOW-'VMUZ' OECK-'OUT' OIV-0.3040
SPDIS

SHOW-'ZMUZ(2)' OECK-'OUT'
59FIS

SHOW.' LOEN' DECK-'OUT'

SRESI
NPTS - 4 AIR - I
TRAv - 0, 0.02032, 0.0762, 4.7490
PRES 0.6694757. 17.2368925, 0.6894757, C.6894757

ST0IS
SHOW-' TIME'

STDIS
SHOW-'TRAV' DIVw.0254 R•Mm-' INCHES'
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$TotIs
SHOW-' VEL' MULT-3 .2060333 RENX-' r'rSl

$lTos
SHOW-' ACCL' RD4X-'CRAVIT!CS'

STDIS
SHOW-'SRCH' OIV-6894.757 RD4K-'PSI'

510! S
SHOW-'MEAN' orV-6694.757 RDM-' PSIf

STIoS
SH0W-f BAK' DZV-6994.7S7 RDO(.-'PSI'

STDIS
SHOW-'9M £P R' H-' WATTS ELXCTRIC'

$Tots
SHOW.' 9=12 R06U-'JOULZS ELECTRIC'

81015
SHON0' (),

STDIS
SHOW-'EIN'M RDXK-' SU RATE'

SRECO
NAME - 'NOWS' RtCO - 0 RCWZ - 0

SPR IN
NAME - 'S~tENl' CHWT? - 0.001573966
CJJ4A - 1.25 FORC - 635176.7375
COy - 0.001083819 TOWP - 2000

$ PROP
NMED1 - 'JA2 7P' CHWT? - 6.0 GRAN - 7r
RHO - 1566.611860 GA14A - 1.225' FORC - 1142277.93?
COy - 0.000992778 TEMP - 3400 EROS - 0.0000000
NTBL-4
PR4L- 13.709514, 27.579028, 68.94757, 172.368925
8R4L- 0.02667, 0.036060. 0.074422f 0.166624
LEN - 0.0163322 DIAN - 0.010666 20 - 0.000508
WI - 0.0019304 NO - 0.0010796

$C~mm
DErimt A TRAi1SZOIDAL ELECTRIC POWER PULSE
8 GIGAVATTS rOR I MILLISECOND,
WITH 100 MICROSECOND LINEAR RAMS UP AND DOWN.

srrc
NPWR - 4
PVR O.0.0 W5. $Lt. 0.0
TPWR-0.000,0.0001,0.001,0.0011

SEND

Produced the following output:
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B.3. SAMPLE CASE 3

Here, sample case 2 has been modified wi,' the addition of propellant burn rate control. The burn

rate has been adjusted to produce a consm-breach-prsre case. The gas generation rate table appears

in the STC deck below, after the electrical power input deck.

The table was consmucted lnrmeaully, by performing a series of ruw, and adjusting each dama point,

working from left to right, to smooth out the prssure-verws-time trace. Note that this could not have

been dove with a model which antues bum raue is a Aumeon of pressure alone. Over the long. flat

region, the gas generation rate vanes from 800 to 4,000 kg/s, even though the mean pressure, on which

it "depends," remains nearly constant.

The "n ate&,k:

ZZILIPtXE ISHVO2 *MVCIOV.RE 'TEST CASE 6
WITH .A I KS rIAT ELECIRIC PULSE
CONTAIN*NO A TOTAL Or 11i tuE=IRzC PEt O.M or PROPELLANT

PI')P9-LANT dUM RAT- TAILOptD rok rLAT PRESSUIt, PULSE

PUN ' 'T, . KJ/O ELEC-RIC, DESIGNER BUM RATE' 0ELT - 51-6 DELP 5 SE-5
'1AD * 2 POPT - 1,2-1,0,2 SOPT - 0
cps - 0.001

SHEAT
TSHL * 0.0001143 CSHNL - 460.314316 AHL * 7961.0916

TWAL * 291 HO - 11.348216 HL - 1
SCUN

MAW - '120W GUM TEST CAS?' CHAN - 0.009946946 OlVN - 0.1199596
Wo 0. .199b6 G/L - 1. T.AV - 4.',2594

TWST - 99
SINOJ

MANX - 'ArSos' FRW? * 7.095"12
$coo*

'PDI0' VALLTSo USED WITH PARA~nRC PRINT OPTION POP?(S)-2
SPOI$

CNOW-'! WAN' Drc-'OUTI' IV-6814.757

ShOlW.CHWr' DECK,'PgIP' NTH-! DIV.0.45359Z37
SFDISI

SHOW-1j'AN' D[,CICo'ROP" NTH-2 DIV-O,4254
s PD II

SHOW-'PD' DECK-'PROP' NrH-2 DIV.0.0254

SPOIS
SHUW-1EMiq[l DECK•',•ROP' NTH-2• CIV...02S4

94OW-'VMUI" nE[C/9'OUT' 01V'0.3046SPD IS

SHOW-' L•rEN' DECK-'OUT'

NP'S - 4 AIR .1
TRAv - 0, 0.02032, 0,0762, 4.7491

PRE9 O.- 619 757, 17.216092S, 0.094757, (,.6194757
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SHOW-' TIME'
TD S SOW-'TftAV' OIV-.0254 R04K-'IMCHES'

STO Is
SHOW-'VEL' ?6JLT-3.2801333 RDIK-'FTIS'

SHOW.' ACCL' RDCE-' GRAVITIES'

SHOW-'SRCH' OIV.6894.757 RUE.'PSI'

SIDIS

n NOW-'SBASE' OIV-6894.737 RDE-'PSt'
$?Dig

SHOV-' EPVR' ROCE-' WAS ELECTRIC'
S7015

SHOW.'ZIt'M RUEK-' JOULES lELECTIC'
$70 IS

SHOW-'Z(1)'
$TOTS

SHOW-' XBRN' ROCK-' BURN RATE'

SRECO
NAME - `NONE' RECO - 0 RCW? - 0

$PRIM
NAME - 'DENITE' CHWT - 0.001573966
GA14A - 1.25 rORC - 635176.7375
COy - 0.001083919 11249 - 2000

SPROP
NAME - I JA2 70' Cd11T - 6.'] GRAM - 'l9r'
RHO - 1516.(11862 CANA - 1.2257 rORC - 1142277.932
COV - 0.000922778 TE9P - 3*00 CR08 * 0.0000000
HTBL.4
PR4L- 13.709514, 27.!7"028, 68.94757, 172.360925
DR4L- 0.02667, 0.086608, 0.074422, 0.166624
LEN - 0.0163322 DIME - 0.010666 PO - 0.000506
WI - 0.0019304 No - 0.0016796

SCOW4
DEFINE A TRAPEZOIDAL ELECTRIC POWER PULSE
100 WEGWATIS FOR I MILLISECOND,
WITH 100 MICROSECOND LINEAR RAMPS UP AND DOWN.

$ECC
UPWR - 4
PWR -0.0, glO aEO. 0.0
TPWR-0.000,0.0001,0.001. 0.0011
NORN-9
TIRN.0.000,0.0001,0.0030,0.001,0.OO1S, 0.002.0.0025, 0.003, 0.004
lRN. 10.0, 60.0, 200.0, $00.0, 1750.0, 2500.0, 3000.0, 4500. 0, 5000.0

S END

Produced the foUowing ouiput:
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B.4. St. 17. E CASE 4

The physics of this case is identical with that of sample case 3. Changes have been made in the

STDIS decks to display the trajectory data in English units. The purpose is to illustrate the flexibility of

the output. The user is free to choose the units of his choice.

This facility is provided through three parametm: MULT. DIV. and REMK. The MULT and DIV

parameters are constants by which the metric variable Is multiplied or divided before being printed in the

trajectory. The REMK is a 20-cham•cr field which is printed at the top of each page next to the column

number of the variable being displayed in the trajectory. This, plus the 12-character name of the variable.

provides enougli space to document on each page the actual units in which the variable is being printed.

It is of cours, the responsibility of the user to insure that the factor is consistent with the claimed

conversion!

The input deck:

$COMM
SIMPLIFIED I9HVG2 BENCHMARK TEST CASE 6

WITH A 1 MS FMAT ELE CMIC PULSE
CONTAINING A TOTAL Or 1KJ ELECTRIC PER GRAm or PROPELLANT

PROPELLANT BURN RATE TAILORED rOR rLAT PRESSURE PULSE
TRAJtCTORY DATA CONVERTED TO ENGLISH UNITS

SINFO
RUN - 'T6, I KJ/G ELECTRIC, OESIGNER BURN RATE' DELT - SE-6 OELP - 5E-$
GRAD - 2 POP? - 1,2,1,0.2 SOPT - 0
CPS * 0.001

SWEAT
TSHL - 0.0001143 CSHL - 460.3163186 RSHL - 7861.0916
TWAL * 293 H0 - 11.340210 HL - I

SGUN
NAMIE - '120W. GUN TEST CASE' CHAM - 0.009946946 GRVE - 0.1199696
IAMD - 0.1199896 G/L - 1. TRAV - 4.752594
TWST - 99

SPROJ
NAME 'APFSOS' PROT - 7.09872

SASS I
NPTS -4 AIR - 1
TRAY - 0, 0.02032, 0.0762, 4.7490
PRes - 0.6694757, 17.2366925, 0.6094757, 0.6694757

$ToIS
SHOW-'TIME' REMN''MILLISECONDS'

STOI5
SHOW-' TPAV' D IV-0.0254 REMX- INCHES'

STOI5
SHOW-'VEL' MULT-3.2800333 RENX-' fT/S'

STDIS
SHOW-' ACCL' DIV.9.6067 REMK-'GRAVITIES'

STOIS
SHOW-'SRCH' DIV-6894.757 RENtX-'PRESSUREPSI'

STDIS
SHOW-'MCAN' OIV*6094.757 REMK-'PRESSURE, PSI'
TDoIS
SHOW-'BASE' DIV-6894.757 RE,4K-'PARSSURE, PSI'

STI IS
SHOW-'•PWA' DIV-746.0 RE.X-'HORSEPOWER, ELECTRIC'
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$TDIS
SHOW-' ICUE MULT-1.356 RtX,-' 1OOT-POUNDS ELECTRIC'

STDIS
SHOW-' ( 1) '

STDIS
SHOW-'XSRBN DIV-0.0254 RDC-*'BURN RATE (IN/SEC)'

$RECO
NAM-, NONHE RECO - 0 RCT f )

SPRIN
NAE - ZBtNITE CUNr T 0.001573966
GANA - 1.25 FORC - 635176.7375
COy - 0.001083819 TEU * 2000

'TO'$ SSHOW-' IBASCI DIV-6094.757 IAM-' PSI'
STOIS

SNHOW' EIPU' RUB.' VA2IthTS CLWR IC'

SHOW.I' LK'1 RKM- •J0(LES ELECTRIC'
$Tl)IS

SHOW-' 2(1)'
$TDIS

SHOW-' XSRN' RU.B-'"URJ RATE'

sRtCO
NAN - 'NONEM RICO * 0 Rm 0

SSPRIM
NAME * 'BENITE' CHlIT - 0.001573966
CAM - 1.25 rORC . 635116.7375
COy * 0.001003019 TUB - 2000

StROP
NAM - 'JA2 7P' CHVl - 8.0 CRAM - ,7Pr,
RHO - 156.611068 CAJIA . 1.2257 roPc - 1142277.932
COV - 0.000992778 TU•' - 3400 EROS - 0.0000000
NTSL-4
PR4L- 13.789514, 27.579026, 68.94757, 172.368925
3R4L- 0.02?67, 0.030608, 0.074422, 0.166624
LEN - 0.0163322 DIA04 - 0.010466 PD - 0.000501
WI - 0.0019304 NO - 0.0016796

SCOl4
DEVINE A TRAPEZOIDAL ELECTRIC POWER PULSE
100 KCGAWATTs rOR I MILLISECOND,

WITH 100 MICROSECOND LINEAR RAMPS UP AND DOWN,
$ETC

NPWR - 4
PWR -0.0. et9. let, 0.0
TPWR-0.000,0.0001,0.001. 0.0011
NRMN-9
TSR.,0.000.0.0001.0.0005, 0.001,0.0015, 0.002,0.0025. 0.003, 0.004

SRM- 10.0, 60.0. 200.0, S00.0.17S0O.. 2S00.0, 3000.0,4S00.0, S000.0
SEND

Produced the following owput:
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